Before calling for a reservation, you must read and agree to abide by the Hale
Makana objectives and guidelines:
1. The primary objective for the use of the cabin is to allow families, couples
or individuals in our community of faith* to get away from normal life and
grow closer in their relationship with each other and with God. . Any use
outside of our primary purpose must be come via our leadership team, in
other words, if you are not currently active at KCF and want to stay at the
cabin you will need one of our leaders to sponsor you.
*We consider our community of faith to be those who make KCF their home church and can be
found in our most recent church phone directory. If you are active at KCF but not in our directory
and would like to be, please call the church office to take advantage of this great Kokee resource.

2. Since we feel the use of the cabin ought to reflect Godly standards for
couples and families, we do not allow unmarried couples to use the cabin.
3. We generally limit the use of the cabin to no more than six people. A large
number of guests in the cabin puts a strain on the facility. Any exceptions to the
limit of six guests must be cleared by the elder team prior to your stay While we
may occasionally grant permission for the cabin to be used for a SMALL youth
group meeting, birthday parties, weddings, etc. Those type of events must be
cleared by the elders and cabin overseer. This is not a place to invite a group of
friends to share with you.

4. As you might expect, we do not allow smoking, drug use or alcohol abuse.
5. The cabin must be cleaned before you leave. You are responsible for putting
everything back where you found it and leaving the place cleaner than when you
arrived. All trash must be taken with you when you leave.
6. We expect normal wear and tear, but if you break or damage something
you are responsible for replacement or repair. Oh and notify the cabin
overseer as well.
7. Sorry, NO outdoor fires are permitted. Please bring your own propane tank
if you plan on using our gas BBQ
8. Please do not play Paul Bunyan without getting prior permission from the
cabin overseer. Check before cutting down any trees or greenery. That
being said, you are welcome to whack away at already downed trees to

create more firewood for yourself and those coming after you.
9. Booking is limited to one time slot at a time. This helps the cabin be used by
many.

